This paper proposes a bimodal biometric system for person identification using two traits, hand geometry and palm texture. The proposed system use complete hand images to find hand geometry and palm texture features. Unlike other multimodal biometric systems, the user does not have to undergo the inconvenience of using two different sensors as two biometrics can be taken from the same image. Palm texture is presented using transform features and hand geometry features are represented as distances between different boundary points. The final decision is made by fusion at decision level in which feature vector are created independently for query image and then compared with the enrollment templates which are stored during database preparation for each biometric trait. This system is tested on the database collected at our institute for 100 people. The Genuine Acceptance Rate(GAR) of the system for fusion is found to be 99.5% . Rotation of hand by 10 degrees gives %GAR 98.5%. Equal Error Rate(EER) achieved is 1.11.
INTRODUCTION
Biometrics, as the science of measuring and compiling distinguishing physical or biological features about an individual, such as facial structure, fingerprints or iris, is a solution for the growing need of security [1] [2] . The performance of a biometric system is largely affected by the reliability of the sensor used and the degrees of freedom offered by the features extracted from the sensed signal. This problem can be alleviated by installing multiple sensors that capture different biometric traits. Such systems, known as multimodal biometric systems [3] . Multi-modal biometric system is relatively new application of information fusion while individual biometrics has been used for fairly long time.
In multi-modal biometric system, there are generally four sorts of fusion level [4] : 1. Fusion at sensor level, where images are fused directly or using some transform technique and features are then extracted from fused image.
2. Fusion at feature-extraction level, where the features extracted using two or more sensors are concatenated. 3. Fusion at matching-score level, where the matching scores obtained from multiple matchers are combined. 4. Fusion at decision level, where the accept/reject decisions of multiple systems are consolidated. Most observers accept that fusion produces better results when performed at the feature extraction level rather than at the data matching or decision levels. This is because the data is combined at its most information rich stage and before contaminations from external sources occur. However, feature level fusion is difficult as the relationship between individual biometric feature spaces may not be straightforward, for example, how can data from fingerprints and faces combined?
Biometric systems that use human hand are based either on palm or hand geometry or palm vein characteristics. Palmprint features, which are composed of principal lines, wrinkles, minutiae, delta points etc. and geometry features include area/size of palm, length and width of fingers. To use palm texture as feature transform based approach is generally used. Work that appear in the literature is mostly based on eigen palm [5] , Gabor filters [6] [7] , Fourier Transform [8] and Wavelet [9] [10]. The Gabor filter has good performance for feature extraction however the extraction is time consuming and sensitive to non-linear distortions and rotations. Wavelet based method is also time consuming and band selection is critical process. Hand geometry features generally used are finger length and widths, palm length and width, area/size of palm [11] - [13] . In paper [15] person identification based on hand print is presented which combine palm features, fingerprint features and hand geometry features. The hand shape geometry features are used for coarse level identification and palm and finger features coded by wavelet zero crossing is used in fine level identification. They have used database of only 50 person with 5 images for training and 5 images for testing. It achieved recognition rate of 97% with EER of 1.5. Main problem is less database and using three biometrics recognition rate achieved is less. Paper [16] again gives idea of hand based authentication using same three biometrics. Database used is of 100 person and used 33 hand shape features, 144 palmprint features and few finger minutiaes which increases its computational as well as space complexity. Combined matching by sum rule gives EER of 3.53. Paper [17] & [18] finds DCT feature for palm and integrate it with hand shape feature has more length of feature used for person recognition.
In all this recent work it is found that some problems still persist. Most of the algorithms are time consuming and use large size of feature vector. There is complexity in feature extraction and they are sensitive to nonlinear distortion and rotations. Further feature level fusion is not easy as different biometrics undergoes different kind of feature extraction. This paper proposes a novel algorithm for feature extraction based on hand geometry and palmprint which requires less space for storage of features as well as less computational complexity. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the overall system architecture along with the preprocessing module is explained. Section 3 describes the features we extract from hand geometry and palm texture using transform. The experimental set-up and results obtained are discussed in section 4. Result analysis and conclusions are given in section 5.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The detailed system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . The entire system diagram is briefly described as follows: First, the palmprint and hand geometry image acquisition module uses a digital camera to capture the hand images. This provides a simple, low-cost, non contact, comfortable and user-friendly acquisition mechanism. The preprocessing module employs image processing algorithms to separate the region of interest (ROI) of palm from an input image. Next, the feature extraction module extracts the features of hand geometry and palmprint. Finally, recognition module employs a minimum distance classifier according to Euclidean distance metric to recognize the hand pattern by comparing the feature vector with the enrolled data in the database.
Preprocessing Module
For hand geometry preprocessing following steps are used
Step 1: Color to gray transformation -Since gray level image is adequate for hand shape segmentation process, we need to convert color image to gray-level image.
Step 2: Noise reduction and gray-to-binary transformationAveraging filter is applied to remove the noise pixels from the gray level image. Furthermore, the gray level image is binarized.
Step 3: Edge smoothing -Because the binarization possibly generates notch edges, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), we have used morphological opening operation to smooth the edges.
Step 4: Boundary extraction by morphology -The boundary of the hand is extracted by first "eroding" output image of step-3 with the structuring element (disk type) and then performing the image difference between output image of step 3 and its erosion ( Fig. 2 (b) ).
= − ⊖ B ---(1)
Where, = Boundary of A B = Structuring element By taking negative image of Fig. 2 (b) , we have obtained the contour of hand ( Fig. 2 (c) ).
Step 5: Locating peak and valley points -This step has much importance for the further processing, because the output image from this step has all reference points i.e. fingertips and valley points, which are useful to extract the ROI of palm. To locate the peak and valley points on the hand boundary, the basic steps are as follows.  Find the lower left most point on the boundary ( Fig. 2  (d) ) and consider this point as reference point for further processing.  Next, trace the boundary of the hand starting from reference point to accumulate all the boundary pixels.
 Find the Euclidean distance of all boundary pixels with respect to the starting reference point and plot peak and valley points on hand boundary as well as on the gray image ( Fig. 2 (e) & (f)). In palmprint preprocessing first three steps are same as preprocessing steps of the hand geometry. Peak and valley points of the geometry are used for the extraction of palm ROI. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this module we extract hand geometry features (finger lengths, finger widths, palm width) and palmprint features. All the features of the hand geometry are in the form of the Euclidian distance between two points i.e. between two pixels. The Euclidian Distance between two points (X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X 2 , Y 2 ) is given by,
Hand Geometry feature extraction
Illustrated in Fig. 2 , four valley points are located in between the fingers on the hand boundary. Because the middle-finger is the only finger which does not have large spatial variations of its valley points for different placement of the hands, the middle-finger baseline is formed by connecting the second and third (counted from the left) valley points. For remaining finger baseline, we have assumed that two end points of each baseline have the same distance from the respective fingertip point. Using one of the respective valley points as one of the end points we locate the other end point by searching for the point which has the same distance from the fingertip at the another side of the boundary of the finger. For all fingers, three widths (W 1 , W 2 and W 3 in Fig. 3 ) are taken at different places. These three widths are measured at fixed Euclidian distance of 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 respectively, with respect to the fingertips. Along with this palm width is also calculated. Thus, total 17 geometrical features (4 finger lengths, 12 finger widths and palm width) are taken into consideration.
Palmprint Feature Extraction
In this section, the cropping of palm ROI and feature extraction using different transforms is explained. Palm ROI cropping is mainly responsible for checking of robustness against rotation and translation of hand images. In [18] , full hand image is rotated at particular angle before cropping of palm ROI. They have rotated full hand image such that the algorithm crops the approximate same palm ROI against different rotation of hand. The rotation of complete hand image may take much processing time as we need to project all pixels at particular angle. Instead of rotating full hand image, if somehow, we can crop only interested region of palm at particular angle or at particular slope, then this processing time might get reduced significantly. Such kind of palm ROI cropping is proposed here. The proposed palm ROI cropping is shown in Fig. 4 . ---(7) With reference to these four corner points of palm ROI, the palmprint is cropped at slope m. Fig. 5 shows the cropped palm ROI from the same hand image at different rotation angles.
Palmprint feature extraction using different transforms are explained as a further part of this section. How to define the feature is the key point in any biometric identification. A feature with good discriminating ability should exhibit a large variance between individuals and small variance between samples from the same person. Of the discrete transforms, DCT best approaches the KL and the paper sufficiently utilizes these favorable properties of DCT [14] . The two dimensional DCT of an M x N image f(x, y) is a separable transform defined as Since the FFT coefficient values contain both real and imaginary parts, we use its absolute value to compute a feature vector. According to characteristic, the DCT and FFT features can be extracted from the palmprint image by considering middle and high frequency bands as shown in Fig.  7(a) and Fig. 7(b) . In this paper region of interest of palm of size 256X256 is cropped as shown in Fig. 4 and cropped portion of palm is shown in Fig. 6 . The size of cropped palm is too big to process hence it is further resized to size of 128X128 hereafter called as resized ROI. The resized ROI image undergoes no further preprocessing. The algorithm first divides the image into four non overlapping parts around center point as shown in Fig. 6 . The 2-D DCT and DFT transforms are applied on each sub-image separately. The transformed coefficients are now grouped into different nine frequency bands (blocks) as shown in Fig. 7 . For each numbered block the standard deviation is calculated. Such features are calculated from four sub images and hence form a feature vector of 36 (4x9=36) which is used in enrollment as well as matching phase. These are stored as float values so take 144 bytes (36x4) to store the feature vector for one person. The DWT refers to a class of transform that differ not only in transformation kernel employed but also in the fundamental nature of those functions and the way in which they are applied. The image is actually decomposed that is divided into four sub-bands and critically sub sampled by applying DWT as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The sub-band LL1 is further decomposed in same manner as shown in Fig. 8(b) . Here three level decomposition is carried out. Total 36 features are collected from four sub-images and used as feature vector. In experimentation we have used Daubechies 9 wavelet basis function as it has given better results as compared to other wavelet family. 
Experimental Settings and Results
Database used consist of 100 person and 8 images of right hand for each person. Volunteers from our institute given their hand image are in the age group of 18 to 50. Here the performance of person identification algorithm based on hand geometry features and transform features from palm are compared using different training and testing set. Thus total 53 (17 hand geometry + 36 palm) features are calculated for each of the training set. The database is created using k hand images where k varies as 2, 4 or 6. Thus total number of images used for training and testing are given in Table 1 . Once feature vector (53) for testing image is calculated it is compared with all database feature vector on one to one basis. Euclidean distance is used to find out the minimum distance match between two dimensional feature vectors of database image and query (test) image. Table 2 shows the % GAR for individual hand geometry and palmprint. Fusion at decision level is done in which separate authentication decision is made for each biometric trait. These decisions are then combined in to a final vote. Table 3 gives %GAR for combination of hand geometry and palmprint. Fig. 9 for DCT. 
Analysis of Results and Conclusion
The time required for training and testing equal images (400) at fusion level is around 70 sec. Time calculations are done on machine Pentium ® D CPU 2.8 GHz. Experiments discussed in this paper are implemented using Matlab. Important feature of the proposed algorithm is that it does not use any kind of preprocessing on extracted ROI of palm and does not use any classification or mapping technique after applying the transform to resized ROI. Further DCT being a real transform requires less computational complexity (compared to DFT or DWT) and can be easily implemented on hardware for real time implementation.
Compared to [15] - [18] , number of features used in our method are drastically small. At the same time algorithm presented gives comparable or higher %GAR. Algorithm is checked in identification mode with simple Euclidean distance measure for 100 person has given less time complexity (0.175 sec per hand image). Feature vector is stored as average out values for 2, 4 or 6 training images so space requirement is very less (53x4=212 bytes). Results shows robustness against translation and rotation.
The objective of this work was to investigate the integration of palmprint transform features and hand geometry features to achieve higher performance that may not be possible with single biometric trait. The individual scores are combined at decision level to develop multimodal biometric system. The performance table and imposter analysis curves shows that multi-modal system performs better as compared to unimodal system achieving EER of 1.1198 and %GAR more than 99%.
Further analysis of three transforms shows that DCT outperforms in terms of recognition rate, computational complexity and time complexity. Also experimental results indicate that the proposed method is robust with respect to translation and rotation upto 10 degrees. More rotation invariance can be achieved, by adaptive cropping of palm ROI according to rotation of hand.
